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Fashion takes a Feminine
detour as designers across the board
fall in love with the skirt
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his summer, if there is a fashion item that is
wearing the pants in your closet, it has got to be
the skirt. Giving the season a serious feminine jolt
after languishing off the runways and high street
due to the fuss over skinny jeans and easy-to-wear dresses, this
cool classic finally finds its rightful place back in our wardrobes.
And if you feel you have lost your womanly self in the rush to
be one of the boys, here’s the perfect opportunity to salvage
yourself.
In true sartorial spirit, this power piece is back in several
avatars. “I love the skirt. It is an extremely flattering item. And
since I’d hate to pick the pencil over a mini, or a dirndl over a
free-flowing maxi, I have a wardrobe full of options that I
work in different ways depending on the occasion,” says
fashion entrepreneur and style maven Pernia Qureshi on the
versatility of the skirt. “In fact, my own website (www.
perniaspopupshop.com) is stocking some amazing numbers
for summer, from a lovely lacey below-the-knee pencil from
my own line, to a beautiful flared khadi midi from James
Ferreira.” Rendering in-out trend lists obsolete, you can
literally work the skirt in everything—from the new and
ingenious, to the more classic and elegant. Cue Muccia Prada’s
’50s fever with her Marilyn Monroe-esque accordion-pleated
midis and the roadhouse blues inspired wicked, automotive
stiff leather pencils (a must-have on everyone’s shopping list).
Bet you’re wondering which to pick.
Bursting out of boardrooms and hitting chic streets and
cocktail parties everywhere is the new wave of the pencil skirt.
At Gauri & Nainika, we saw a ’40s revival with conservative,
below-the-knee numbers in rich jewel tones, while Morphe
served up a futuristic helping of bulbous organza sheers layered
over dresses; the more streamlined versions popped out from
beneath dresses, exposing buffed summer legs in all their
tanned glory. Always one for tough-girl clothes, Alexander
Wang surprisingly dished out some above-the-knee sporty
pencils in full bloom, a vein Altuzarra followed as well. On a
more glorious note, Givenchy’s Riccardo Tisci took a huge dip
in the ocean and presented a modern version of the Little
Mermaid in his slinky slim skirts with undulating lapels and
pretty peplums. Similarly, Alexander McQueen’s Sarah Burton

sent in a bevy of maritime nymphs in narrow numbers
with frills that fell below-the-knee. Over at Atsu, Giorgio
Armani, and Savio Jon, the mood remained less
unconventional with no-frills-attached numbers being
paired with louche blouses for a more classic look.
But it isn’t just the pencil that rules the roost. Be
swept off your feet with summer-friendly maxis at Ritu
Kumar, Chanel, Hermés, Dior, Cholè, Oscar
de la Renta, and Emilio Pucci. Flattering the
Indian body, “a maxi skirt worn in fabrics
that drape well and are cut clean make for a
perfect choice,” affirms David Abraham of
Abraham & Thakore. And if you don’t
want to go all-out, you have the
option of playing up your length in
short-in-the-front-and-long-at-theback options as seen at Jason Wu.
In this game of proportions, if you
are looking to go big, there are
options galore at Oscar de la Renta,
whose fabulous flouncy numbers
flaunt warm hues of the sun; Dries
van Noten’s flowy surprises are
Rohit Gandhi+
Rahul Khanna
paired with classic shirts; and there
Prabal Gurung
skirt, `49,200
are ruffled tiers at Burberry Prorsum
(approx).
and Missoni. In stark contrast, the
mini skirt seems to be making a
few appearances as well—you just
have to turn to the high-waisted,
embellished ones at Balmain or the
sexy scarf print silky numbers
at D&G.
If your body has not felt the crunch
of a power workout already, then steer
clear of the sheer skirt. Championing
the style are Rohit Gandhi and Rahul
Khanna with their peek-a-boo panels
running across the sides, and Valentino
with their lacy look-at-mes in bright
neons. Providing a safer, more forgiving
refuge are the season’s biggest bestsellers,
the A-line midis. Seen everywhere from
Nandita Basu, Dior, and Blumarine,
to Dolce&Gabbana, Moschino, and
Marni, these make for much-loved ladylike alternatives.
With so many options for the taking,
the skirt really is the statement piece for
summer. Literally rewriting the language
of sexy this season, its various playful
a n d c l a s s i c re n d i t i o n s p r ov e
Derek Lam skirt,
to be a welcome antidote to fall’s
`66,000 (approx).
androgynous vibe. n

Louis
Vuitton

Blumarine

By Akshita Phoolka
See Where to Buy for detailS
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